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Cracks in the ice



(Hutter et al., 2018)

Horizontal grid spacing: 1 km





Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS)
Ice Fractures in Beaufort Sea, February/March 2013



The simulation reproduces observed spatial scaling of linear kinematic features (LKFs), challenging earlier studies that concluded 
that Viscous-plastic (VP) rheology cannot realistically represent LKFs.

The temporal scaling analysis shows that the VP model, as configured in the LLC4320 simulation, does not fully resolve the 
intermittency of sea ice deformation that is observed in satellite data.

reproduces the spatial scaling characteristics observed from EGPS for large temporal scales, there is no cou-
pling of spatial and temporal scales in the modeled sea ice deformation.

With the power-law scaling of the moments (equation (1)), we assess the multifractal characteristics of the
modeled and observed sea ice deformation. For the temporal scale of s51 day, moments of the order
q50:5; 1; 1:5; 2; 2:5; and 3 are computed (Figure 6). The structure function b qð Þ is determined by a power-law

Figure 5. Spatial-temporal scaling properties of model output compared to EGPS data. The comparison is confined to the
area of the EGPS composite for each day and to the period of 1 January 2012 to 31 March 2012.

Figure 6. Left plot (a): Spatial scaling analysis for different moments j!q
L j # L2b qð Þ for model output and EGPS data. Right

plot (b): Structure function b qð Þ computed from linear fits to left plot. The fit to a quadratic function is given in dashed
(EGPS) and solid (model) lines. Comparison is limited to the area of the EGPS data set.
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Comparison of scaling properties of Arctic sea ice deformation with SAR observations (Hutter et al. 2018)

Left plot: Spatial scaling analysis for 
different moments for model output and 
EGPS data.

Right plot: Structure function computed 
from linear fits to left plot. The fit to a 
quadratic function is given in dashed 
(EGPS) and solid (model) lines.



Evaluation of simulation results vs observations

• Frequency spectra at WHOI site D
• Wavenumber spectra in Drake Passage
• Comparison with glider data in Kuroshio region
• Comparison with McLane profilers
• Comparison with underway ADCP profiles in West Pacific



Carl’s notes
Comparison of 
LLC4320 (dashed) with 
WHOI site D mooring 
(solid) in Western 
North Atlantic.

Results are 
comparable except for 
the presence of the 
tidal overtone peaks.



• The first three months of 

llc4320

• Inertia-gravity waves 

dominate scales <40km 

in SSH

• Compared llc4320 

(dashed) with ADCP data 

(solid); gray lines are k-2

and k-3 curves.

Mesoscale to Submesoscale Wavenumber 
Spectra in Drake Passage
(Rocha et al. 2016) 

whereas the ADCP Ĉy peaks at;250km. Besides being
based on observations, statistics from the ADCP are
more reliable because they are based on realizations
taken over 13 yr as opposed to 84 days of model simu-
lation. There are too few independent realizations in
84 days of simulation to produce robust spectra at low
wavenumbers (see appendix B). Model KE spectra
should be interpreted with these caveats.
First, we assess the degree to which the fast-tow as-

sumption and the block averaging of the ADCP data
affect the spectra. We reorder the model output so that
the end of a transect represents data sampled 2 days after
its beginning. To mimic the ADCP measurements, we
sample transects starting half from the north and half
from the south. At scales smaller than 150km, the spec-
trum of this ‘‘LMG-sampled’’ model velocity (solid green
line in Fig. 7) is indistinguishable from the spectrum of
the instantaneous field (red line in Fig. 7). Similar results
hold for the along-track spectrum (not shown). For in-
stance, spectral slopes at scales between 40 and 150km
change from 22.51 6 0.12 to 22.52 6 0.12 for Ĉu and
from22.516 0.12 to22.366 0.12 for Ĉy;Rchanges from
1.99 6 0.05 to 1.87 6 0.05. Block averaging the sampled
fields decreases the KE at scales smaller than 20km,
slightly steepening the spectrum at high wavenumbers
(dashed yellow and green lines in Fig. 7). Thus, the ali-
asing of rapidly evolving flows due to the ship’s finite
velocity does not change significantly the spectral slopes.
Model KE spectra lack a systematic depth de-

pendence in the upper 200m (Fig. 8), consistent with the

ADCP KE spectra (Fig. 2). The model spectra are,
however, flatter than the ADCP KE spectra at scales
between 10 and 200 km; the model spectral slopes are
flatter than k23 but steeper than k22. Also consistent
with the ADCP spectra, the model along-track spectra
Ĉy are flatter than the across-track spectra Ĉu, and the
average ratio of across-track to along-track spectra R is
;1.9 at scales between 40 and 150 km. At small scales,
however, Ĉu and Ĉy do not collapse into a single curve.
Instead, the along-track component Ĉy dominates at
scales smaller than 25km, consistent with the domi-
nance of the divergent component K̂f (yellow lines in
Fig. 8). Conversely, the rotational spectrum K̂c domi-
nates at scales larger than 40km. The local peak in di-
vergent KE is likely associated with low-mode internal
tides (see discussion in section 7).
Removing high-frequency motions significantly

changes the model KE spectral characteristics and the
partition into rotational and divergent components. KE
spectra of daily averaged fields (dashed lines in Fig. 8)
are much steeper than the spectra of hourly fields (solid
lines in Fig. 8). For instance, in the 106–202-m layer, at
scales between 40 and 150 km, the spectral slope changes
from 22.58 6 0.12 to 22.87 6 0.12 for the across-track
component Ĉu. Moreover, the ratio of across-track to
along-track R increases from 2.01 6 0.05 for hourly ve-
locity to 3.12 6 0.10 for daily averaged fields. The
ageostrophic motions are efficiently removed by daily

FIG. 6. Comparison between ADCP (solid) and model (dashed)
spectra for the 58–98-m layer. For reference, k22 and k23 curves
are plotted (gray lines).

FIG. 7. Model KE spectra at the surface. The figure depicts
spectra for hourly (red), and the LMG-sampled and block-
averaged fields (blue and green lines). For reference, k22 and k23

curves are plotted (gray lines).
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High frequency motions in the western Pacific Drushka et al., 2016



High frequencies, Savage et al. 2017
LLC4320 is comparable to HYCOM25 at diurnal and semidiurnal but 
outperforms HYCOM25 at supertidal frequencies



Qiu et al. (2016) • ADCP data cross western pacific
• Good model-data agreement of the zonal jets structure



Some upper ocean applications

• Global estimates of surface kinetic energy fluxes
• Partitioning ocean motions into balanced and Internal Gravity Waves
• Submesoscale upward vertical heat fluxes
• Impact of including sub-daily variability on near-surface vertical fluxes



Global estimates of surface kinetic energy fluxes caused by wind work (Flexas et al., submitted)

Contribution of the time-mean (left panel) and time-varying (right panel) winds and currents to the total surface energy fluxes



Partitioning ocean motions into balanced and internal gravity waves (Torres et al., submitted)
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Figure 8. Global maps of the ratio R (balanced/IGW), for kinetic energy: Top panels stand for 1312 
SBMs range (10-50 km); bottom panels stand for MBMs range (50 -100 km). The lower table 1313 

highlights the R values for the targeted areas displayed in Figure 1. 1314 
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

K E 10-50 km 50-100 km
Summer (b)–(d) N .H . Kuroshio: R = 1 NEP: R< 1 Kuroshio: R = 1 NEP: R< 1

GS: R< 1R= 1 NEA: R< 1 GS:R< 1R= 1 NEA: R< 1
(a)–(c) S.H . Agulhas: R> 1 SP:R> 1R< 1 Agulhas: R> 1 SP: R> 1

R< 1
ACC-aus: R > 1 SA: R> 1R< 1 ACC-aus: R> 1 SA:R> 1R< 1

W int er (a)–(c) N . H . Kuroshio: R> 1 NEP: R> 1 Kuroshio: R> 1 NEP: R> 1
R< 1

GS: R> 1 NEA: R> 1 GS: R> 1 NEA: R> 1
(b)–(d) S.H . Agulhas: R> 1 SP: R> 1 Agulhas: R> 1 SP:R> 1

ACC-aus: R > 1 SA: R> 1 ACC-aus: R> 1 SA: R> 1

Global maps of balanced/IGW ratio for kinetic energy for different wavelength bands and seasons.



Su et al. Nature Comm., 
2018. 

Global maps of the vertical heat transport in the submesoscale band [2 – 50 km]
(W/m2). 20-200 W/m2.
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Note that vertical 
heat fluxes are up-
gradient (not down-
gradient as is often 
assumed in climate-
model vertical mixing 
parameterizations).

Vertical heat transport at submesoscales

Strong impact of submesoscales on the (upward) vertical heat fluxes:
up to 100-200 W/m2  --> air-sea interactions



DRAFT
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Fig. 4. (a) Global patterns of submesoscale-range vertical heat flux at 40m depth in wintertime, calculated by daily-mean data, representing the LF component. Wintertime
here is represented by January to March and July to September for the Northern and Southern Hemisphere, respectively, same for the rest panels. Values are spatially
smoothed over 3¶× 3¶square boxes; positive values indicate upward. (b) As (a) but showing the difference of hourly-data result and the daily-data result, representing the
HF component. (c) Zonal-mean submesoscale-range vertical heat flux in wintertime, calculated by daily-mean data (LF). The dashed black curve is the wintertime-mean
zonal-mean mixed layer depth (MLD), based on the criteria of a potential density difference of 0.03 kg/m3 (1). Local MLD can be much deeper than the zonal-mean MLD; see
Figure S9 for example. (d) As (c) but showing the difference of hourly-data result and the daily-data result (HF). See Figure S6 for the annual-mean result and see Figure S8 for
the mesoscale-range result. See Figure S7 for the results of total flux (HF+LF) and the ratio of HF flux to LF flux.

positive and negative features (Figure 3b) that largely can-205

cel suggesting no systematic up-gradient or down-gradient206

tendency. This seasonal change in the IGW contribution is207

likely associated with a higher IGW projection onto the upper208

ocean following a shallower mixed layer in summer (31, 33).209

In summary, submesoscale unbalanced and balanced motions210

dominate the generation of vertical heat flux as compared to211

mesoscale eddies and IGWs.212

The origin of the submesoscale unbalanced motions is a cur-213

rent research frontier and requires further study. However, the214

continuity of these unbalanced motions in the spectral space215

with lower-frequency motions closely follows a non-dispersive216

line (Ê ≠ c.k = 0, with c ¥ 10cm/s), which suggests their close217

interaction with the LF balanced motions. This is consistent218

with the fact that the unbalanced motions are, in physical219

space, co-located with balanced motions in submesoscale fronts220

(Figure 1b-c), as well as sharing the same temporal intermit-221

tencies (Figure 2a). While these results are unable to directly222

validate recent idealized and theoretical studies, e.g. (15–19),223

they do provide support that additional vertical heat fluxes224

within submesoscale fronts at high frequencies are catalyzed 225

through the interaction of submesoscale fronts with IGWs. 226

What was unexpected and note-worthy is the magnitude of 227

these HF fluxes and their systematic upward direction (Fig- 228

ures 1-2), features that are universal over the global ocean as 229

further illustrated below. 230

Global Imapct of High Frequency Fluxes. We now consider the 231

relatively size of HF submesoscale vertical heat fluxes on a 232

global scale. The LF submesoscale vertical heat flux is system- 233

atically upward over the global ocean (Figure 4a): it reaches a 234

magnitude of up to 100-150 W m≠2 during winter (13). Con- 235

sistent with local results (Figure 1b vs 1c, Figure S2), the HF 236

flux has a global distribution that is similar to the LF distribu- 237

tion (Figure 4a vs 4b); the correlation coe�cient is 0.81. Both 238

HF and LF heat fluxes are both systematically upward, with 239

the same order of magnitude. However, over high-flux areas 240

including the Kuroshio Extension, Gulf Stream, high-latitude 241

North Atlantic, and Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), 242

the HF flux reaches 150-250 W m≠2, more than two times 243
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Sub-daily motions approx. double submesoscale vertical ocean heat fluxes (Su et al., in prep.)

Submesoscale-range vertical heat flux 
at 40m depth in wintertime, calculated 
by daily-mean model output.

Difference of vertical heat fluxes 
based on hourly vs daily-mean 
(left column) model output.



Future directions and concluding remarks

• Higher-resolution regional simulations
• Interactive atmosphere



Smoke on the Water
Regional set-up forced 
by LLC4320 boundary 
conditions
SST animation of
250-m, 270-level 
simulation (C. Henze)

Details from 
simulation with 
25-m grid spacing



• Top row: surface currents

• Middle row: The wind stress

• Bottom row: Kinetic energy flux 
from the atmosphere to the 
ocean

Surface currents, wind stress, 
and wind-work will be 

directly observed by Doppler 
Scatterometry missions

Impact of  ocean-atmosphere 
coupling on upper ocean

(slide by Hector Torres)



Concluding remarks

• Simultaneous observations of surface currents and wind stress would 
be a direct measurement of surface kinetic energy fluxes, which 
contribute to vertical mixing and large-scale ocean circulation.
• They would allow partitioning of balanced vs unbalanced 

(ageostrophic) surface motions, helping to further constrain upper 
ocean energetics.
• They would help quantify impact of near-surface vertical motions to 

air-sea exchanges of heat and carbon dioxide, which regulate climate 
and make life, as we know it, possible on this planet.


